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Abstract: We propose a novel probabilistic text entry method that takes into account the influence of the distance
between a gaze point and a touch position in order to improve typing eﬃciency. The proposed method dynamically
changes the size of the search space for predicting candidate words based on a model that estimates the magnitude of
touch position errors according to the distance between the gaze point and the touch position. This makes it easier for
users to type intended words even when they glance at diﬀerent areas on the screen. The performance of the method
was evaluated in terms of input accuracy in total error rate (TER) and of typing speed in words per minute (WPM).
The results showed that the proposed text entry method successfully reduced the TER by 19.4% and increased WPM
by 12.3% compared to the conventional method.
Keywords: Text entry, mobile devices, eye tracking, gaze-supported interaction, multi-modal interface

1. Introduction
In accordance with the recent popularity of smartphones and
tablets, touchscreen keyboards have also become popular. While
a touchscreen display provides the benefits of a large display
area and a flexible software keyboard in terms of its orientation,
language switching capability and the key layout, a number of
users still prefer physical keyboards because they make fewer errors [1], [2]. Major causes of errors are the lack of tactility and
the small keys [3].
One solution is to adjust the target areas according to the actual touch distributions. Many studies have proposed diﬀerent
keyboards based on the actual touch distributions as described in
the next section [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Another solution is to show
a number of candidate words guided by sequences of characters
associated with the typed characters. This approach is eﬀective
for users who select candidate words frequently. Moreover, it
might be useful for such users to be provided with a larger selection of candidate words. On the other hand, the drawback of
this approach is that a long list of irrelevant words is confusing
when typing accurately, and searching for target words from the
list is time consuming. To show appropriate candidate words by
taking touch precision into account can reduce the operational
load on users. There are various factors contributing to the touch
precision, such as a display size and user’s posture. One of the
important factors is the gaze point. Users often type text while
glancing at diﬀerent areas of the keyboard, such as during typing
to check whether the typed text is correct or not, and while referring to other texts. The touch precision decreases under these
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circumstances because users cannot recognize the key positions
accurately. We measured the touch position error from a target
associated with the gaze point quantitatively, and we found the
variance of the touch position error increases in accordance with
the distance between the gaze point and the touch target [9].
In this paper, we propose a novel probabilistic text entry
method incorporating a model that estimates the magnitude of
the touch position error according to the distance between the
gaze point and the touch position (hereinafter referred to as the
“gaze-touch model”) [9]. The size of the search space for candidate words changes dynamically in association with the touch
position error estimated by the gaze-touch model. More specifically, the size of the search space for an input is minimized when
a user types carefully with a steady gaze as shown in Fig. 1 (a),
whereas it increases when a user types carelessly while glancing
at diﬀerent areas as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
This paper is organized as follows. First, we present an
overview of related work. Second, we describe the proposed technique in detail. Then, we describe an experiment for determination of the gaze-touch model. Next, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed text entry method. Finally, following the discussion, we present our conclusions.

2. Related Work
2.1 Text Entry Method with Touch
Previous studies on reducing typing errors fall into two categories: language-model-based approaches and touch-modelbased approaches. In the language-model-based approaches,
the characters or words to be input next are predicted and displayed [10], [11]. In one study, the keys with high probabilities
were displayed with bigger key sizes [12]. However, the performance of the language-model-based approach is heavily dependent on the dictionary. Unregistered words, such as new words,
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Fig. 1

The image of the probabilistic text entry method with gaze-touch
model while gazing at the key area and while glancing at other areas.

abbreviations, or colloquial expressions, are ignored. In contrast,
in touch-model-based approaches, some studies proposed transforming the keyboard layout according to the actual touch distributions [13], [14]. In these studies, the center of each key was
moved to follow the centroid of the actual touch distributions,
and the boundary was set in the middle of the keys. However,
that method did not consider key context, i.e., the previous key.
The studies also reported that some users were confused by the
dynamic changes in the key layout.
Furthermore, some studies proposed methods for transforming the detection areas based on both the language-model-based
and touch-model-based approaches. The probability of a particular character to be input next was modeled by the product
of two probabilities, viz. one from the language model and the
other from the touch model [4], [5]. Goodman et al. [5] used character n-grams for the language model and the Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) of stylus input positions in the touch model. Asrla
et al. [4] proposed methods for transforming the detection areas
based on the typing history in the language model, although the
central region of the key remained fixed to suppress excessive
transformation.
Practical issues in the real environment have also been tackled.
Some studies analyzed the touch distributions for diﬀerent hand
postures, and proposed a keyboard that adapted to the users and
the hand postures [8], [15]. Goel et al. [15] proposed switching
various keyboard models by detecting the hand posture based on
tap sizes and elapsed time between taps. Yin et al. [8] defined
the hierarchical submodels depending on the user and the hand
posture in order to adapt each model properly according to the
amount of training data. Some studies analyzed the diﬀerences
in touch distributions between sitting and walking, and they proposed adaptation techniques for these contexts [7].
2.2 Input with Gaze
Eye typing, which inputs text by using the focus of the gaze,
has been researched for more than three decades [16], [17]. Although eye typing has the advantage that users do not have to use
their hands, they experience eye fatigue, resulting in a decrease
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in performance [16].
Some methods for improving input usability combined touch
and gaze information because the performance obtainable by eye
tracking alone was not good enough. Zhai et al. [18] presented
the MAGIC (Manual And Gaze Input Cascaded) pointing method
that is a combination of mouse and gaze input for fast item selection. The idea is to move the cursor in the vicinity of the user’s
point of interest prior to moving the mouse. Then the cursor can
be manually positioned using the mouse for more precise selections. Bieg et al. [19] analyzed the relationship between the positions of the eyes and the mouse pointer in a selection task and
found that users automatically minimize the distance to probable targets. Stellmach et al. [20] proposed a method in which
the nearest object from the gaze point was selected when a user
touched some overlapping objects. Nagamatsu et al. [21] constructed an eye tracker with a mobile device and propose the system with which user could move the cursor by eye and select an
object by simply touching anywhere. The system made it easier
to operate a mobile device in one hand. As stated above, many
studies combined touch and gaze information. However, to date,
the relationship between the gaze point and the distribution of
touch has not been studied.

3. Probabilistic Text Entry Method with GazeTouch Model
The text entry method that we propose here has two features.
The first feature is that the gaze-touch model, which models the
relationship between the variance of touch position error and the
distance between the gaze point and touch position, is incorporated into the probabilistic text entry method. One of the other
approaches using gaze information for touchscreen text entry is
to use its information directly as the input feature vector along
with the touch position when estimating input character by probabilistic methods. However, the drawback of this approach is that
more data is needed for training or adapting to users due to the
increase in size of the feature vectors. Therefore, we choose to
construct the gaze-touch model independently.
The second feature is that the number of character sequences
for searching candidate words changes dynamically according to
the occurrence probability of a character that is controlled by the
gaze-touch model.
3.1 Formulation of the Probabilistic Text Entry Method
First, we explain a conventional probabilistic text entry
method. The occurrence probability of a character is given by
the product of the probability of the touch model and that of the
language model using Bayes’ theorem as in
p((xt , yt )|c j ) · p(c j )
p(xt , yt )
∝ p((xt , yt )|c j ) · p(c j )

P(c j |(xt , yt )) =

= pT · p L

(1)
(2)
(3)

where P(c j |(xt , yt )) means the probability of a character c j in the
case of input of the coordinate (xt , yt ), pT is the probability of the
touch model and pL is that of the language model. The probability of touch model pT can be represented by a single Gaussian
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distribution in the simplest case. In practice, the performance
was improved by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) because the
touch distribution is diﬀerent depending on hand postures, such
as the typing hand. The generative model outputs the probability
pT using the following equation
pT =

K


ωk N((xt , yt )|μ jk , Σ jk )

(4)

k=1

Σ jk = diag(σ2x , σ2y )

(5)

where N denotes a Gaussian distribution with a mean vector μ jk
and a diagonal covariance matrix Σ jk and K is the number of mixtures. On the other hand, the language model, which formulates
the probabilities of the subsequent characters, is implemented by
a character 3-gram because the probability of c j greatly depends
on the history of character sequences. The probability pL is shown
as follows
pL = p(c j |h)

Fig. 2 Gaze-touch model.

(6)

where h is the history of the character sequences. The probability
of a sequence is given by the product of the probabilities of all
the characters in the sequence.
3.1.1 User Adaptation
The touch model is adapted to an individual user based on
the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) algorithm that
has been reported to be eﬀective for key input [6]. In MLLR,
the means of the normal distributions are transformed and reestimated as
μk = Aμk + b

Fig. 3 Conversion from the touch position error to the variance.

(7)

where μk is the mean vector of Eq. (4), and μk is the adapted mean
vector. (A, b) are obtained by maximum-likelihood estimation.
3.2 Formulation of the Gaze-touch Model
In the human visual system, the fovea, the part responsible for
visual acuity, spans 1–2 degrees of the visual field [22], [23], and
the spatial resolution decreases as the distance from the fovea increases. Touch position error (δ), which is the distance between
the touch position and a target, can be expected to increase when
users look at a point farther from the target. Consequently, we
formulate the gaze-touch model such that it gives the variance of
the touch position error (σ2δ ) based on the distance (L) between
two coordinates (xg , yg ) and (xt , yt ). Since it is known that the
central visual field is a concentric circle with an angle of 20–30
degrees or an ellipse with a horizontal angle of 30 degrees and a
vertical angle of 20 degrees [23], we propose the two gaze-touch
models as shown in Fig. 2. One is the “concentric circular model”
(model A) and the other is the “elliptic model” (model B). Let us
formulate the gaze-touch models as shown in the following equations:
σ2δk = f (L)

L = α2 (xg − xt )2 + (yg − yt )2
⎧
⎪
⎪
(modelA)
⎨ 1
α=⎪
20◦
⎪
⎩ tan
(modelB)
◦
tan 30
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(8)
(9)
(10)

Fig. 4

Block diagram of the proposed method.

where f is a monotonically increasing function, k corresponds to
either of x or y, and α is the scaling factor for axis lengths. Figure 3 shows the operation for calculating σ2δk as the variance of δk
in a moving window. The function f (L) in Eq. (8) is determined
by a regression.
3.3

Incorporating the Gaze-touch Model Into the Probabilistic Text Entry Method
First of all, we explain the abstract of the proposed method
by using Fig. 4, which shows a block diagram of the approach.
First, N-best characters are output based on the probabilistic text
entry method incorporated into the gaze-touch model, which is
the main contribution of this paper. Then, sequences of characters are obtained from the possible combinations of characters.
Finally, the candidate words are predicted by the sequences.
Next, we explain each block in Fig. 4. The coordinates (xgi , yig )
and (xti , yit ) are the gaze point and the touch position on the screen,
respectively. The superscript i corresponds to the number in a
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character sequence. The gaze-touch model outputs an estimated
variance of the touch position based on the inputs (xgi , yig ) and
(xti , yit ). The touch model is formulated by a GMM for each key.
In our method, the variances of the gaze-touch model are used to
take into account the influence of the gaze point. The eﬀect of
L can be taken into account if we simply replace the variance of
the conventional model Σ jk by Σtg . Specifically, the touch model
incorporating the gaze-touch model is shown by the following
equation
pT = p((xt , yt )|c j , L)
K

ωk N((xt , yt )|μ jk , Σtg )
=

(11)

k=1

Σtg =

diag(σ2δx , σ2δy )

σ2δx

Fig. 5

Screenshot of the application for the determination of the gaze-touch
model.

Fig. 6

Average of the variances of the “concentric circular model” (Model
A); vertical bars show standard errors.

(12)

σ2δy

where
and
are given by Eq. (8). The occurrence probability of every character is given by the product of the probabilities
of the touch model and of the language model; in this case, character n-grams were used to create the model.
The characters of variable N-best are output according to their
probability. The number N changes depending on how many
characters have a probability within a range from the highest
probability among all the characters as in
N =| {c j |P(c j ) > rth · Pmax } |

(13)

where rth is a threshold between 0 and 1. The larger the variances
from the gaze-touch model are, the smaller are the diﬀerences
between the probabilities of the most probable character and the
probabilities of the others. The number of output characters, N,
increases as a result. The probability of a sequence of characters
is given by the product of the probabilities of the characters in the
sequence.
Next, M-sequences of characters with high probabilities are
obtained from the possible combinations of characters. The probabilities of sequences are given as the product of the probabilities
of the characters in the sequence. The actual figures in M are
determined by the preliminary experimental results. Finally, candidate words are predicted by left-hand match to the M-sequences
based on the predicting function of OpenWnn.

4. Determination of Gaze-touch Model
In this section, we determine the function of the gaze-touch
model, i.e., f (L) in Eq. (8), and evaluate the goodness of the modeling in terms of the determination coeﬃcients (R2 ).
4.1 Data Collection
We recruited sixteen participants (ten males and six females)
between the ages of 25 and 59 (average 35.1). Thirteen of them
(eight males and five females) were right-handed. All of them
were familiar with typing with a smartphone, although they did
not have experience with gaze-based interfaces. The mobile device was the AQUOS PAD SHT21 running Android 4.0 with a 7.0
inch screen having a resolution of 1,280 × 800 pixels (216 ppi).
The participants were instructed to touch a target (touch-target)
while looking at another point (gaze-target). The coordinate of
the gaze-target was used as the true value of the gaze point instead of a measured position obtained by an eye tracker. The
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touch-target and gaze-target were depicted respectively as a red
dot and a black dot with a radius of 15 pixels as shown in Fig. 5.
Participants touched eight times per set and repeated ten sets of
diﬀerent gaze-targets. They operated the mobile device holding
the device with both hands while sitting in a comfortable position on a chair. The touch-target changed its position in the area
corresponding to the keyboard after every touch, while the gazetarget was fixed during a set. The mobile device recorded the
coordinates of the touch position (xt , yt ) in addition to those of
both targets.
4.2

Determination of the Functions of the Gaze-touch
Model
We compared the functions of the “concentric circular model”
(Model A) to those of the “elliptic model” (Model B) for the variances of δ x and δy . The variances were computed with a moving
window. The window size and the window shift for calculating
the variance were 200 pixels and 100 pixels, respectively. Figure 6 shows the relation between L and the measured variance of
each model. In general, as we had anticipated, the larger L was,
the larger the variance was.
For modeling the relation between L and the variance of two
models, three regressions, i.e., linear regression, exponential regression with a natural basis, and logistic regression, were examined. Figure 7 shows determination coeﬃcients, R2 , for each
variance and regression. The R2 s of the regression functions for
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Fig. 8 Screenshot of the application for the gaze point calibration.
Fig. 7 Average determination coeﬃcient of each model of regression analysis; vertical bars show standard deviations.

each model show very little diﬀerence. ANOVA did not show
a significant diﬀerence (F(6, 90) = 2.31, p ≤ 0.05). Accordingly, we adopted the linear regression of Model A, the simplest
model. Hereinafter, the regression is defined as σ2δx = aL + b
(a = 0.46, b = 19.7) and σ2δy = cL + d (c = 0.46, d = 37.7).

5. Evaluation of the Probabilistic Text Entry Method Incorporating the Gaze-touch
Model
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the probabilistic text entry method incorporating the gaze-touch model. In our
method, it is essential to estimate the gaze point in real time on
a mobile device. Although some precise eye trackers such as Tobii Glasses [24] are being developed, most of them are limited in
terms of their oﬄine data recording capability. Accordingly, we
constructed an eye tracker that can record in real time on a mobile device. First of all, we explain the construction of the eye
tracker. After that, we describe in detail the performance evaluation of the proposed text entry method in comparison with two
baseline methods: the conventional method, which has a fixed
key detection area (B1), and the probabilistic method without the
gaze-touch model (B2).
5.1

Estimating Gaze Point from a Built-in Camera on a Mobile Device
The participant’s face was recorded using a built-in camera on
the mobile device, and the facial and eye data were captured by
Snapdragon SDK for Android in real time [25]. The obtained
data were as follows: coordinates of eyes and mouth, face angle
(pitch, roll and yaw), horizontal and vertical gaze angle value,
and gaze point relative to the position of the camera. The gaze
point on the screen is calculated with these pieces of information. The correspondence between the gaze point on the screen
and these data was modeled by multiple linear regression before
conducting each set of the typing experiment because the coeﬃcients diﬀer from the experimental environment. Figure 8 shows
a screenshot of the calibration procedure. Participants looked at
a stationary gaze-target that moved after each trial. Participants
repeated the trial 60 times. When all of the trials were completed,
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Table 1 The deviations of the gaze estimation immediately after the calibration; standard deviation in parentheses.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Horizontal accuracy [pixels]
75.4 (24.3)
100.0 (25.5)
36.6 (24.9)
34.4 (27.6)
64.5 (30.1)
62.1 (26.6)

Vertical accuracy [pixels]
89.8 (23.4)
119.0 (25.3)
75.9 (23.7)
77.3 (26.3)
86.4 (26.0)
86.4 (25.7)

the coeﬃcients of the multiple linear regression were calculated.
The coeﬃcients were used in each set of the experiment.
We recruited five participants (four males and one females) between the ages of 25 and 32 (average 28.6) for the evaluation of
the accuracy of the gaze point estimation. None of the participants had previous experience with gaze-based interfaces. None
of them wore glasses because if glasses are worn, the accuracy
of the gaze point estimation deteriorates. The evaluation was
done immediately after the calibration. The participants were instructed to keep looking at a series of gaze-targets which were
displayed one after another randomly. They operated the mobile
device holding the device with both hands while sitting in a comfortable position on a chair. Each gaze-target was depicted as a
black dot with a radius of 15 pixels as shown in Fig. 8. The gazetarget was displayed for 5 seconds in each trial, and the trial was
repeated 30 times in succession for diﬀerent gaze-targets. The
mobile device recorded the estimated gaze point (xg , yg ) at intervals of 0.10 seconds. After the experiment, the horizontal and
the vertical deviation were calculated using the central 2.5-second
data. Table 1 shows the accuracy of the gaze point estimation
immediately after calibration. The horizontal and vertical deviations were 62.1 pixels and 86.4 pixels, respectively. Assuming
the screen was viewed from a distance of 40 cm, the horizontal
and vertical deviations were presumed to be around 1.1◦ and 1.5◦ ,
respectively. However, the performance is considered to decline
with the passage of time because the eye tracking technique does
not consider changes of the user’s posture. Therefore, calibration
is necessary for an experiment periodically. Although the performance was not outstanding even immediately after the calibration
compared with the performance results obtained in the latest research [26], the eye tracking technique was used thereafter.
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Fig. 9 Screenshot of the application for the evaluation experiment.

5.2

Data Collection and Evaluation of the Proposed Text
Entry Method
We recruited eighteen participants (thirteen males and five females) between the ages of 23 and 40 (average 31.0). Fourteen
of them (ten males and four females) were right-handed. None of
them wore glasses. All of them were familiar with typing with a
smartphone, although none of them had previous experience with
gaze-based interfaces. The device was the same as that used in the
previous experiment. The device recorded the gaze point (xg , yg )
and the touch position (xt , yt ), and calculated the touch error variance based on the gaze-touch model. The gaze point was measured in real time using the eye tracking technique described in
the previous subsection. The participants typed using three text
entry methods: the proposed method, the conventional method,
which has a fixed key detection area (B1), and the probabilistic
method without the gaze-touch model (B2). The keyboards all
had the same QWERTY layout with a fixed key display area. The
participants typed six sets of 20 phrases chosen from MacKenzie’s phrase set [27] using each method with the typing application as shown in Fig. 9. They operated the mobile device holding
the device with both hands while sitting in a comfortable position
on a chair. The calibrations of the gaze point were carried out for
every set before the input trial. The participants were permitted
to correct their inputs and to select candidate words to input the
exact-match phrases. The methods and the set of phrases were
presented in random order.
For the two probabilistic methods, the character 3-gram of the
language model was trained by maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) on the Brown corpus which consists of American English
from a variety of sources [28]. The touch model was also trained
by MLE with touch data for 840 phrases typed by participants
(five males and two females) between the ages of 23 and 36 (average 29.2). They did not participate in the evaluation experiment.
The number of mixtures of the GMM was set at 2. Data for the
MLLR adaptation were the correctly typed data of the first phrase
of each set. We evaluated the remaining 19 phrases except for the
first phrase of each set. From the preliminary experimental results, the threshold rth for deciding N of Eq. (13) was set at 0.5
and the maximum number of sequences of characters for searching candidate words, M, was set at 6. The candidate words were
searched by left-hand match using OpenWnn [29].
The proposed method is considered to be of benefit to users
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Fig. 10

Comparison of total error rate (TER) and words per minute (WPM);
vertical bars show standard errors.

who select candidate words frequently. The TER and WPM were
tallied for two groups: all participants (Group I), and the upper
half of participants in terms of the ratio of selecting candidate
words (RSC) with text entry method B1 (Group II). The RSC was
defined as the ratio of the number of candidate words selected to
that of all words in the phrases.
5.3 Evaluation of the Proposed Text Entry Method
Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the average TER and WPM for the
three methods. Looking at the results for Group I, the TER and
WPM were 6.62% and 10.4 for the conventional method (B1),
5.83% and 10.9 for the probabilistic method (B2), and 5.33%
and 11.8 for the proposed method. In other words, the proposed
method reduced the TER by 19.4% and 8.4%, and increased
WPM by 12.3% and 8.2% compared to the other two methods.
The major factor influencing the improvement was that the typing
counts and editorial operations were reduced owing to more hits
on candidate words. Actually, the RSC of the proposed method
increased compared to the others. The RSCs were 27.8% for B1,
32.0% for B2, and 37.9% for the proposed method. ANOVA revealed statistically significant diﬀerences among the three methods in TER (F(2,34) = 3.34, p ≤ 0.05) and WPM (F(2, 34) =
3.56, p ≤ 0.05). However, a post-hoc Tukey’s test did not show
any significant diﬀerence between B2 and the proposed method.
On the other hand, focusing on Group II in Fig. 10 (a) and
(b), the proposed method reduced the TER by 22.5% and 11.4%,
and increased WPM by 13.9% and 9.6% compared to the other
methods. ANOVA showed statistically significant diﬀerences
among the three methods in TER (F(2, 16) = 3.92, p ≤ 0.05) and
WPM (F(2, 16) = 4.04, p ≤ 0.05). A post-hoc Tukey’s test also
showed significant diﬀerences between the proposed method and
the other two. These results suggest that the proposed method
benefited those who used the list of candidate words frequently.

6. Discussion and Future Work
A significant diﬀerence was observed in TER and WPM between the proposed method and method B2 for participants with
a high RSC. It is possible to automatically categorize those users
into a group based on RSC. The proposed method is apparently
of benefit to users in this category, which implies that the method
must be useful in practice. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed
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method is particularly significant for long words as it reduced
TER by 13.2%, and increased WPM by 14.0% compared to the
probabilistic method for words with five or more letters. This
is probably because the longer words are, the greater the time
required for correction if the intended words are not displayed.
The eﬀectiveness of the proposed method is directly attributable
to the diﬀerence of the word candidates due to the introduction
of the gaze-touch model. However, the diﬀerence of the word
candidates has various factors other than the gaze-touch model,
such as rth which is the threshold for deciding N of Eq. (13) and
M which is the maximum number of sequences of characters for
searching candidate words. It might be more eﬀective to adapt
the values to the users, though we adopted the likely values based
on the preliminary experiment in this study. For example, to set
the threshold rth smaller might be eﬀective for a user who often
mistypes and selects candidate words.
In addition, the gaze-touch model would be improved if the
performance of the eye tracking could be improved. The variance
from the gaze touch model changes in proportion to the distance
between the gaze point and the touch position. This means the
variance is proportional to the gaze point estimation error. As a
result, candidate words may change depending on the touch position and the gaze point estimation error. In this way, the accuracy
of the gaze estimation directly aﬀects usability. In this study, the
eye tracking technique was very simple, though there are various
factors contributing to the touch precision, such as the movement
and the variance of the gaze point and the influence by blink. If
the performance of the eye tracker improves, we can analyze the
relationship. In fact, it is known that users tend to look at targets before clicking the mouse [30]. It is considered that taking
into account the gaze point immediately before the touch operation would make the model more accurate because a similar phenomenon might also happen in the touch operation. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate the relationship between touch and
gaze point more precisely.
On the other hand, the experiments were conducted only in the
sitting position even though the distributions of touch and gaze
point become large when the user is moving. In addition, users
adopt a variety of hand postures when using mobile devices in
actual practice. However, switching hand postures was not considered in our experiment although the touch model was adapted
to users. A possible solution to this issue is proposed in Ref. [8].
They proposed detecting hand postures by touch distributions and
changing models accordingly. By incorporating their methods
and adopting a number of touch models for the hand postures, the
proposed method could be further improved.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic text input method that
took gaze point into consideration. First, the gaze-touch model,
which models the relationship between the variance in the touch
position error and the distance between the gaze point and the
touch position, was formulated. Next, the model was incorporated into the Gaussian mixture distributions of the touch model
of the probabilistic method. Experimental results showed that
the proposed method reduced the total error rate by 19.4% and
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increased typing speed by 12.3% compared to the conventional
method. As a future area of research, we will investigate in detail
the relationship between touch and gaze point.
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